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Chairman Lang and members of the House Criminal Justice Committee,

Thank you for reading my testimony today. My name is Sondra Fischer. I am born and raised in
Ohio but currently living in the Democratic Republic of Congo. I am strongly opposed to HB 381.
I could give you a lot of statistics to support the notion that ‘Stand Your Ground’ is a law with a
racial bias but I’m sure that an intelligent person such as yourself already knows that fact. Even
people who say it’s not……they really know in their heart that it overwhelming provides excuses
for scared people to justify their deadly force. Instead I would like to remember Tamir Rice who
was killed in Cleveland when a police officer showed up and within seconds was shot dead by
an officer who claimed he ‘feared for his life’. The police officer was not charged, but was later

fired for lying on his application to the police department. In what world would a grown man with
a gun be afraid for his life? How could he perceive a 12 year old child as a threat? The ability to
blatantly say ‘I feared for my life’ is not a valid excuse for deadly force by anyone. I’m from a
town that had KKK painted on the water tower until 2001. There’s a lot of people there who are
afraid of a lot of people based on their race or ethnicity. Their small-minded perceptions of the
world shouldn’t be able to justify their actions.
Theodore Wafer also tried to use the ‘stand your ground’ defense to explain his killing of a 19
year old woman outside the door of his home who was just simply seeking assistance after an
accident. If people are always able to use ‘Stand Your Ground’ to explain their actions then
systemic changes that need to happen won’t ever be put in the public eye.
I know my dad would ‘fear for his life’ if a black person were knocking on his door. That’s
because he’s a racist person with racist beliefs. He’s also got a house full of guns. Should he
have the right to shoot someone and say he ‘feared for his life’? His fear is based on racial bias
the same as this law.
I ask you to consider my testimony and vote NO on this deadly bill. Thank you again for the
opportunity to testify.
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